
Superlative Warehouse Distribution
3D Sensors Enable Packaging of 2 Million Packages per Day
• neogramm develops highly accurate, fast and flex- 
   ible inspection system for premium distribution  
   warehouses with Contur Verifier application 
• AT – Automation Technology equips inspection  
   system from neogramm with high-tech 3D sensor  
   technology
• Packaging in distribution warehouse built by  
   Dematic sets new standards for automation process  
   technology
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Application story

Bad Oldesloe. A 265,000-square-meter distribution center, 
parcel inspection every three seconds and a parcel volume of 
more than 2 million items per day: these were the conditi-
ons set about four years ago by the world‘s leading intra-
logistics innovator Dematic, which was looking for a fast and 
reliable inspection system to check its incoming boxes from 
overseas for a new warehouse. The pitch was ultimately won 
by Mannheim-based system integrator neogramm GmbH & 
Co. KG - with a 3D sensor solution from AT – Automation 
Technology in Bad Oldesloe that was optimally adapted to 
the application. The task was to develop a contour verifier 
application that inspects the incoming parcels for their condi-
tion and classifies their suitability for storage on the basis of 
this - and this in a cycle time of only three seconds. In the case 
of intactness, the cartons were to be stored in the Dematic 
Multishuttle; in the case of damage, they were to be direc-
ted to the manual repackaging area. The particular challenge 
here: the high variance of the packages, which due to their 
different origins from overseas up to a maximum size of 60 x 
60 x 80 centimeters are neither standardized in terms of di-
mensions nor standardized in terms of packaging technology. 

3D Solution with High Speed and Extreme Accuracy
The northern German company AT – Automation Technology 
initially provided four products from the C5-2040CS sensor 
family for the prototype development in 2017, which were 
to be the optimal sensor combination for the new inspecti-
on system thanks to their speed of up to 25 kHz and their 
accuracy of 2,048 measuring points per profile. Due to the 
enormous power AT could guarantee neogramm that these 
could detect even minimal defects process-safe at a measu-
ring width of up to one meter.

An argument that convinced not only neogramm, but also 
the system manufacturer Dematic in the end: „In order to de-
monstrate the extreme precision of the 3D sensor to Dematic, 
we stuck a piece of adhesive tape onto a mirror during the 
prototype presentation and had a successful 3D scan made 
from it. After that, the decision was finally made in favor of

the technology company from Bad Oldesloe,“ reported neo-
gramm’s CEO Stephan Könn as a small anecdote. And con-
tinues: „We could not fall back on a standard 3D sensor for 
the development of this special high-performance inspection 
system. The challenges were far too special for that and the 
demands on the system‘s technology were also far too high. 
We also didn‘t want to take any risks, because reliability and 
quality are our top priorities. In addition to the points just 
mentioned, the 3D sensor from AT also proved to be optimal 
with regard to the variable evaluation options through its 
AOI function as well as its low maintenance intensity, so that 
the cooperation represents a real win-win situation for us.“

C5-CS Sensors Optimally Designed for Industrial Use 
In fact, the selected 3D sensor constantly provides the custo-
mer with updates on its performance and functional data. A 
sudden failure of the device is simply not possible in this case. 
Thanks to its robust IP67 housing, the C5-CS sensor can even 
be used in harsh industrial environments. Its cable connections 
are equipped with strain- and tear-resistant M12 connectors, 
so that a secure power supply and data transmission is per-
manently guaranteed. In addition, AT‘s 3D sensor features a 
Gigabit Ethernet interface and complies with the GigE Vision 
standard, which enables fast and uncomplicated connection 
to any common image processing software as well as easy in-
tegration into any existing system. „Our 3D compact sensors 
of the C5-CS series are true all-rounders, so to speak. Not only 
are they currently among the most powerful on the market, 
they are also characterized precisely by the use of the latest 
optoelectronic components, including cutting-edge laser line 
projectors. Thanks to the high-precision factory calibration, 
they can then be integrated immediately via Plug&Play,“ says 
Michael Wandelt, CEO of AT – Automation Technology.
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Development Phase Required Extensive Know-how in the 
Field of Software
However, plug & play was not enough for the inspection sys-
tem for the premium warehouse, especially the integration of 
the 3D sensors demanded a lot from the neogramm develop-
ment team. The team had to operate in the smallest possible 
space and not only cross-mount the sensors in the machine 
into the inspection system, but also precisely coordinate them 
with each other. „The Dematic system is the largest project in 
our customer‘s history so far. Compromise was not a basis for 
discussion here, as the image processing job had to be of high 
quality and perfect. So it was necessary to develop a reliable 
software for the complete application, which should exactly 
classify the shape stability of the cartons and thus significant-
ly optimize the sorting process, and to arrange AT‘s sensors 
in such a way that there is no loss of quality in terms of hard-
ware either,“ says neogramm‘s CEO Stephan Könn. 

The four-person development team from neogramm, which 
consisted of an electrical engineer with a PhD, two software 
developers and an automation specialist, spent around three 
months finalizing the inspection system. This was then first 
tested extensively in Germany under real conditions using De-
matic‘s own conveyor belt, before a total of six systems, each 
with four 3D sensors, were used for the first time in a distribu-
tion center at the beginning of 2018. Since then, the systems 
have been running without a single reported incident.

Image: The C5-2040CS 3D sensors from AT - Automation Techno-
logy guarantee that even minimal defects on packages in Dema-
tic‘s distribution center are detected with a measurement width of 
up to 1m.
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